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In the world of design, trends change and evolve continuously with new innovation and technology. Keeping up with
them and bringing to you the latest, technologically advanced and price-competent solutions for your home interiors
is what we at Hafele strive to achieve. Kitchen as an area of the house, especially with many now opting for
contemporary layouts that foster openness and community building activities among family members, often attracts
the potential for constant innovation through the ever-evolving usage patterns and the ever-changing definitions of
functionality and ergonomics.

Häfele introduces a new collection – ProDoor under its Aluminium Profiles Range that will enable you to visualise
your furniture as a canvas and will let you play around with fittings, bringing to you the possibility of achieving
trends such as handle-less doors, adaptive colour schemes, vintage-inspired contemporary designs and clean
door designs with no visible hardware.

Häfele’s ProDoor Range attempts to provide you with an array of profile systems for constructing cabinet doors that
flawlessly complement the overall design aesthetics of not only the kitchen but also other living spaces of your
home and have the potential of upgrading them to their most contemporary version yet. The range comprises of
Match Door, Plusch Door, Klar Door and Wardrobe Rail. These door systems are available in two classic finishes,
Brushed Stainless Steel for silent sophistication and Brushed Black for a hint of dramatic flair.



RANGE OVERVIEW

MATCH DOOR

Handle-less Appearance   Matching Colour Handles

The ProDoor Range by Hafele consists of profiles that enable the following applications:

Pgs. 4-8

PLUSCH DOOR

Adaptable to Variety of Décor Materials   Light Weight

Pgs. 9-16

KLAR DOOR

Minimalist Build   Vintage-inspired Contemporary Design

Pgs. 17-23

WARDROBE RAIL

Integrated Lighting     Contemporary Design

Pgs. 24-27



For an overall clean and immaculate
kitchen appearance, people are
increasingly opting for handle-less
kitchens. Handle-less solutions ensure
that the kitchen interiors are
completely clear with seamless
visuals of cabinet and drawer fronts.

Match Door Profiles transform this
vision beautifully into a reality.
Fundamental in style and providing
you with the option of customisation,
these profiles offer you the freedom of
working with the colour and tonality of
your kitchen, creating it as per your
imagination.

MATCH DOOR

Handle-less and
minimalistic appearance:
Match Door Profiles provide a
modern handle-less look to
your kitchen space. They are
functionally useful in the form
of handles as well as
aesthetically pleasing when
seen as part of the kitchen
layout.

Can be matched to the
décor:
With Match Door Profiles, you
have an option of customising
your door design by pasting
an edge band in the slot
provided. Whether you want
to match the profile to your
doors for a unified look or
make the profile lining pop out
in the kitchen layout, the
possibilities are endless.

Ventilation for hobs:
The Match door profile
installed onto the top drawer
can be perforated to provide
efficient ventilation for built-in
hobs.



If your kitchen design demands a play on colour,
you can easily extend the colour theme onto your
Match Door Profiles that give you an option of
pasting an edge-banding of any colour you desire
onto the profile, thereby helping you achieve
synergy in the overall aesthetics.

MATCH DOOR

APPLICATION

With Edge Banding

The Match Door Profiles inherently come in trendy
finishes, Brushed Stainless Steel and Brushed
Black. If you love minimalist design and colour
schemes, you can use the profiles as is without
adding that extra element of edge banding. The
slightly lustrous finish of the profiles makes for an
interesting addition in kitchens with traditional
colour patterns.

Without Edge Banding

TRENDS MATCH DOOR CONTRIBUTES TO 

Handle-less kitchens have gained tremendous
popularity in the recent years owing to the clean
and sophisticated look they provide to your
kitchen. Made possible through solutions like
push-to-open (automatic-opening) mechanisms
and profiles for cabinet doors, handle-less
kitchens not only promote convenience but also
create a view of streamlined flow in kitchen units
resulting in a chic and clutter free look.

Handle-less Appearance Customisation in Colour Schemes

The kitchen is one of the places in the home where one
spends a lot of time. It is therefore essential that it should
look and feel comfortable, inviting, and most importantly
‘you’. With customisations of key kitchen fittings, you can
create your own colour scheme – whether
monochromatic, where everything blends together or
dual and multi-tone, where numerous colours are at play.
You can also introduce colour pops that help break the
monotony of a set coloured pattern and lay emphasis on
a few furniture elements that need highlighting.



MATCH DOOR

ASSEMBLY

Match Door Profile - Short

Match Door Profile - Tall

Edge Band 

5 mm*

5 mm*

L: The length of the profile should be equal to the 
width of the panel

Edge banding thickness: Up to 1 mm

* The part of the profile that fits into the groove of 
the panel needs to be shortened by 5 mm from 
both sides



Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

MATCH DOOR

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Match Door - Tall

Match Door - Short

Article no. 563.93.863 563.93.363

Finish Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Material Aluminium

Length 3000 mm

Min. Door Thickness 18 mm
Customisation Option with 
Edge Band Available

Yes

Edge Band Dimensions Height: 21 mm, Thickness: Up to 1 mm

Application Cabinets, top and bottom drawers in two/ three drawer configurations

Article no. 563.93.873 563.93.073

Finish Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Material Aluminium

Length 3000 mm

Min. Door Thickness 18 mm
Customisation Option with 
Edge Band Available

No

Application Middle drawers in three drawer configurations

15.5 ± 0.4

13

24

2.2

15.5 ± 0.4

7.75

3.5

23
.5

33

44

13

3.5

1

2.2

7.75



MATCH DOOR

INSTALLATION

Cut the panel for the drawer front or cabinet door
according to the size required and cut the profile equal to
the width of the panel.

1

OR

Make a groove in the panel for the profile to be inserted 
and stick edge banding along all the edges 
(thicknesses) of the wooden panel

2

Route out the space for positioning the handle3 Apply silicon glue and press the match handle profile 
into position. You can paste edge band on the profile if 
needed.

4

TIPS TO ACHIEVE BETTER ASTHETICS

1. For a two drawer configuration, the tall version of match door profile is used for both the top and bottom drawers. 
2. For a three drawer configuration, there are two possibilities of installation:

• tall-tall-tall - for a spacious look
• tall-short-tall - The short profile can be installed below the second drawer for a minimum gap between the top two 

drawers and low profile visibility (refer fig. b)

Fig. a: Two drawer configuration Fig. b: Three drawer configuration



Plusch Door from the ProDoor Range goes
one step beyond your conventional
profiles. Multiple design schemes
depending on the vision you are going for
are now possible! With Plusch Door
Profiles, you can experiment with different
materials for the cabinet doors and drawer
fronts like veneer, glass, metal sheets and
ultra-compact stone surfaces like Dekton to
create visually stunning interiors while
keeping the door weight light. All the
hardware and screws are hidden
conveniently behind the decor material
from the front while a thin back panel slid
into the frame from the inside seals the
hollow cavity created by the profiles,
leaving you with flawless-looking furniture
doors. The back panel colour can be
matched to the cabinet interiors in order to
create seamless aesthetics.

PLUSCH DOOR

Decorative materials for doors:
As Plusch Door Profiles form the basic
frame structure for the cabinet front, you
have complete freedom in
experimenting with the material of the
door in addition to the more traditionally
used wood and glass. Decorative
materials like veneer, stone, metal
sheets can be stuck on to the frame to
create stunning design concepts in your
kitchen.

Customisable 2 mm back panel:
Plusch Door Profiles come with a
provision to slide in a 2 mm back panel
to fill up the hollow cavity inside. This
makes the structure of the shutter look
wholesome and stable while maintaining
its light weight. This panel can be
matched to the colour of your cabinet
interiors.

No visible joinery:
The connectors used for joining the
Plusch Door Profiles are fixed with
screws from the front (outward facing
portion) of the profile, which is then
covered by the decorative door
material. There is hence no hardware
visible from any side of the assembled
cabinet door providing a clean and
immaculate appearance.

Lightweight shutters:
The Plusch Door Profiles when joined
together form a hollow frame for the
cabinet door. The decorative material is
stuck onto the exterior frame side while
a thin 2 mm back panel is slid into the
frame interior. Even heavy materials like
stone can be used in the form of thin
sheets as the décor material. This
construction makes the cabinet doors
extremely lightweight, enhancing overall
ease.



Plusch Door Handle and Main
Profiles are the primary shutter
construction units. The handle
profile on one side and three
main profiles on the other,
form a frame on to which the
decorative door material is
stuck.

PLUSCH DOOR

APPLICATION

Handle and Main Profiles for
Framed Doors

The Plusch Door range has two
profiles for wooden doors, Wooden
Door Lip Profile and Handle Profile.
The lip profile is a simple profile
that can be fixed on wooden doors
to match the profile theme used for
other cabinets and the handle
profile can work as an individual
handle for any drawer front or
cabinet door.

Wooden Door Profiles

TREND PLUSCH DOOR CONTRIBUTES TO 

Gone are the days, when your furniture doors were formed entirely of wood, ply and laminates. With the aim of bringing
about a change in the aesthetics of the kitchen and to explore new design possibilities, we now have kitchen furniture
exhibiting stone surfaces, glass exteriors, metal sheets and veneer. This opens up a whole new world of materials for us
to experiment with while attaining the same or improved level of functionality.

Exploring New Design Possibilities with Different Materials



PLUSCH DOOR



PLUSCH DOOR

ASSEMBLY

Plusch Door Handle Profile

Plusch Door Main Profile

Kite connector

2 mm back panel (inserted into the 
groove in the back of the frame)

Countersunk screw
3-6 mm decorative material (pasted 
on the front of the frame, visible from 
outside)

45° Mitre Cut

Countersunk screw

Plusch Door Main and Handle Profiles

W: Width of the door
H: Height of the door
Width of the decorative material: W-3.5
Height of the decorative material: H-3.5

Note: The screw holes are to be made on the face of 
the profile (which is then covered by the door 
material that gets stuck onto it) instead of at 
the back like in case of regular profiles

Plusch Wooden Door Handle Profile

Plusch Wooden Door Lip Profile

Wooden panel 

Plusch Wooden Door Lip and Handle Profiles

W: Profile length along the width of the door
H: Profile length along the height of the door

Width of the wooden panel: W-2.4
Height of the wooden panel: H-2.4

H
 –

2.
4 



PLUSCH DOOR

Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Plusch Door Main Profile

Article no. 563.93.003 563.93.303

Finish Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Material Aluminium

Length 3000 mm

Weight of the Profile 2.27 kg 2.27 kg

Decorative Material Thickness 3 – 6 mm (Up to 4 mm for glass and stone)

Back Panel Thickness 2 mm (Material Recommended: Aluminium Composite Sheet)

Application Non handle sides of the shutter frame

54
.9

55
35

.5

Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Plusch Door Handle Profile

54
.9

55

35
.5

Article 
no.

Brushed SS 563.94.014 563.94.015 563.94.011 563.94.012 563.93.013 (Left) 563.93.023 (Right)
Brushed Black 563.94.314 563.94.315 563.94.311 563.94.312 563.93.313 (Left) 563.93.323 (Right)

Material Aluminium
Length 200 mm 500 mm 1000 mm 1800 mm 3200 mm 3200 mm
Handle Length 100 mm 200 mm 500 mm 1000 mm 1200 mm 1200 mm
Weight of the Profile 0.15 kg 0.37 kg 0.74 kg 1.33 kg 2.36 kg 2.36 kg
Decorative Material 
Thickness

3 – 6 mm (Up to 4 mm for glass and stone)

Back Panel Thickness 2 mm (Material Recommended: Aluminium Composite Sheet)
Application Handle side of the door frame

2.9

41

5

4.7



PLUSCH DOOR

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Plusch Wooden Door Lip Profile

Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Article no. 563.93.033 563.93.333

Finish Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Material Aluminium

Length 3000 mm

Door Thickness 18-25 mm

Application Edges of wooden shutters

11

12
.2

19

3.5

Plusch Wooden Door Handle Profile

Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Article 
no.

Brushed SS 563.94.044 563.94.045 563.94.041 563.94.042 563.93.043 (Left) 563.93.053 (Right)
Brushed Black 563.94.344 563.94.345 563.94.341 563.94.342 563.93.343 (Left) 563.93.353 (Right)

Material Aluminium

Length 200 mm 500 mm 1000 mm 1800 mm 3200 mm 3200 mm

Handle Length 100 mm 200 mm 500 mm 1000 mm 1200 mm 1200 mm

Door Thickness 18-25 mm

Application Handle side of the wooden shutter

3.5

12
.211

41

9.5

4.
7

Kite Connectors

Article no. 564.94.995*

Finish Steel

Material Zinc Plated Steel

*The kit consists of 4 kite connectors and fixing screws



PLUSCH DOOR

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The length of the handle in the Plusch Door and Plusch Wooden Handle Profiles are shown below. For profile of
lengths 200 mm, 500 mm, 1000 mm and 1800 mm, the handle is positioned at the centre of the profile; for profile
lengths of 3200 mm, the handle is positioned at the ends of the profile. The 3200 mm handle profiles come in a left
and right version, ideal for use on tall cabinet and wardrobe doors.

200

50 50100

500

150 200 150

1000

250 250500

400 1000 400

1800

≥ 100 1200 ≥1900

3200

3200

≥1900 1200 ≥ 100

INSTALLATION

Mitre cut the Plusch Door
profiles according to the
desired length of the door
frame. Remember that the
handle profiles will be cut
from both ends equally.

1 Make the drilling holes for screws using the 
guiding line on the profile as per the 
dimensions above. Screw holes should be 
made in the front of the profiles instead of 
back like in case of regular profiles.

2

45° Mitre Cut

Countersunk 
hole

Plusch Door Main and Handle Profiles

Insert the kite connector 
and join two profiles to 
create one corner of the 
frame structure.

3

Left

Right



PLUSCH DOOR

Insert a 2 mm back panel into 
the partial frame (dimensions 
as shown above where W = 
width of the door, H = height 
of the door ) in order to cover 
the hollow part in the profile 
door.

4 Using the kite connector, join the
other profiles and lastly insert the
handle profile. The structure is
completely ready now.

5 Paste decorative material like 
Veener, glass, metal sheets or 
Dekton to complete the shutter. Dry 
fixing can be done using 3M VHB 
tape (the tape is placed along the 
centre of the profiles) and wet fixing 
can be done using DOW 795 sealant 
(the sealant is applied along the 
edges of the profiles)

6

Prepare the Plusch Door profiles
and wooden panel for shutter
according to the dimensions
shown above. Remember the
handle profiles will be cut from
both ends equally. After cutting
the profiles, mitre cut only the
portion of the profile that fits into
the groove.

1 Make the grooves in the 
wooden panel on all the 
sides. The panel thickness 
can differ from the one shown 
here (19 mm). In that case, 
note that the groove needs to 
be made exactly in the centre 
of the panel thickness. 

2 Apply silicon glue and insert the 
profiles inside the grooves of the 
panel.

3

Plusch Wooden Door Lip and Handle Profiles

Mitre cut

H
 –

2 
.4

 



Plusch Door from the ProDoor Range goes
one step beyond your conventional
profiles. Multiple design schemes
depending on the vision you are going for
are now possible! With Plusch Door
Profiles, you can experiment with different
materials for the cabinet doors and drawer
fronts like veneer, glass, metal sheets and
ultra-compact stone surfaces like Dekton to
create visually stunning interiors while
keeping the door weight light. All the
hardware and screws are hidden
conveniently behind the decor material
from the front while a thin back panel slid
into the frame from the inside seals the
hollow cavity created by the profiles,
leaving you with flawless-looking furniture
doors. The back panel colour can be
matched to the cabinet interiors in order to
create seamless aesthetics.

PLUSCH DOOR Häfele has the right product for every
area of your home. Klar Door creates
smart and elegant looking cabinet
systems and can be used in multiple
areas of your home. Perfect for wall
units, wardrobes, bar cabinets, etc.,
the unique structure of the profile
helps create vintage-inspired
contemporary designs with the handle
running along all sides. It is a versatile
profile that not only is apt for your
kitchens but also seamlessly extends
the kitchen design to adjoining
multipurpose living spaces. Klar Door
can also be clubbed with Hafele’s
Wardrobe Accessories to create
sophisticated wardrobes or storage
solutions.

Complementing the Klar Door are Klar
Door Hinges especially designed for
their slim form. This hinge enables soft
closing of the door for silent operation.

KLAR DOOR

Profile with built-in handle:
The Klar Door Profile comes
with a built-in handle which
runs on all four sides of the
door thus providing uniformity
in design. Since the handle is
a part of the profile, the
ordering process becomes
easier.

Invisible hinges:
Klar Door Profile is compatible
with Klar Door hinges that are
specially designed to be
installed into the thickness of
the profile and the cabinet
thus making them completely
invisible when the door is
closed. These hinges are
compatible with wooden
doors as well.

Soft-closing mechanism:
The Klar Door Hinge is
equipped with a soft closing
mechanism ensuring silent
closing of cabinet doors
making way for peaceful
operation.



Profiled glass doors created using Klar Door Profiles provide an air of sophistication to your kitchens. The
protrusion in the structure of this profile is uniform on all four sides, serving as a handle and also a design element
for any glass door cabinetry.

KLAR DOOR

APPLICATION

Klar Door - Glass

The Klar Wooden Door Handle from this range is intended for wooden shutters. This comes in handy when you
want to maintain a design continuity between your Klar glass door cabinets and your wooden door cabinets.

Klar Door - Wood

TRENDS KLAR DOOR CONTRIBUTES TO 

Functionality achieved with things you can’t see is
magic. The popular ‘invisible/ no hardware’ trend
essentially means that the hardware used is hidden
from your eyes and tucked away inside the material of
the furniture. The result is minimalist and sophisticated
aesthetics.

Minimalist Build

As we are evolving and moving towards new designs, it
is also interesting to look back and adopt some classic
layouts. A niche area for people who want the best of
both worlds - functional contemporary with artistic and
distinctive vintage designs, this combination provides a
unique look for modern homes.

Vintage-inspired Contemporary Design



KLAR DOOR

ASSEMBLY

H
-4

3

Countersunk Hole

4-5 mm Glass

C Shaped Gasket

Corner Connector

Countersunk Screws

H

Klar Door Profile

W: Width of the door
H: Height of the door

Width of glass panel: W-43
Height of glass panel: H-43

Note: The overall weight of the shutter 
(glass and profiles) should not exceed 
20 kg



Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

KLAR DOOR

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Klar Door - Glass

Klar Door - Wood

Article no. 563.93.083 563.93.383

Finish Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Material Aluminium

Length 3000 mm

Thickness of Profile 19.2 mm

Weight of the Profile 1.82 kg

Glass Thickness 4-5 mm 

Application Glass cabinet doors

Article no. 563.93.093 563.93.393

Finish Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Material Aluminium

Length 3000 mm

Application Wooden doors

Note: Predrilled holes are present on the profile along its length, 96 mm apart to make its installation on the wooden doors easy while fixing 
with screws



KLAR DOOR

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Klar Door Hinge

Article no. 342.79.331 * 342.79.332 * 342.79.700 ** 342.79.300 **

Finish Silver Black Silver Black 

Application Profiled Doors Wooden Doors

Material Aluminium

Door Dimensions Height: Max. 2100 mm, Width: Max. 600 mm, Thickness: 18-32 mm (for Wooden Doors)

Door Weight Max. 20 kg. 

Adjustments Horizontal, Vertical and Depth

Opening Angle 103°
Integrated Soft Close 
Mechanism

Available

Silver Black

* These are BOM kits for profiled doors: 
consisting of 2 hinges (left + right), 2 corner 
brackets (left + right) and 2 corner connectors for 
profiles

ADJUSTMENTS

Horizontal Adjustment

Depth Adjustment
Corner Brackets

(342.79.717 – Right
342.79.718 – Left) 

Gasket

Article no. 563.95.391 563.95.390*

Description C Shaped Gasket for 5 mm glass Filler Gasket for 4 mm glass

Material PVC 

Finish Black

Length 3000 mm 1000 mm

* For 4 mm glass, please use 4 mm Filler Gasket along with 5 mm C Shaped Gasket

Corner Connectors
(564.94.996)

** These are BOM kits for wooden doors: 
consisting of 2 hinges (left + right)

Vertical Adjustment



KLAR DOOR

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

W (Distance from the bottom and top 
edge of the door to the milled cavity 
for the corner bracket) = min. 2.5 
mm

D (Distance from the hinge-side edge 
of the door to the milled cavity for 
the corner bracket) = 3-6 mm

S (overlay of the shutter on the cabinet 
side thickness) = can be decided 
by the cabinet constructor as per 
use, need and application

Y (Visible thickness of the cabinet top 
panel when shutter is closed) = Can 
be determined as per application

A (Distance from the inside edge of 
the cabinet side panel to the drilled 
cavity for the hinge body) = (17 + D) 
– S

X (Distance from the cabinet top panel 
edge)= W + Y

Door/ Profile drilling dimensions Cabinet top and bottom panel drilling dimensions

Space required for door’s opening

Space required for the 
opening of the door (mm)

T = 18 T = 20 T = 22 T = 24 T = 26 T = 28 T = 30 T = 32

L (D = 3) - 0.2 0.5 0.9 1.4 2.1 3.1 4.7
L (D = 4) - 0.2 0.5 0.9 1.4 2 2.9 4.2
L (D = 5) - 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.3 2 2.8 3.9
L (D = 6) - 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.9 2.7 3.7

T (Thickness of the door) = 18-32 mm

D (Distance from the hinge-side edge 
of the door to the milled cavity for 
the corner bracket) = 3-6 mm

Example: A cabinet needs to be fitted with a Klar Door with an overlay of 16 mm. Calculate the different measurements required for 
installation and the space needed to open the door keeping in mind the following:

Distance from the bottom and top edge of the door to the milled cavity for the corner bracket (W) = 2.5 mm
Distance from the hinge-side edge of the door to the milled cavity for the corner bracket (D) = 4 mm.
Overlay (S) = 16 mm
Visible thickness of the cabinet top panel when shutter is closed (Y) = 1 mm

--> For Profile drilling, we use the values of W and D, which are given as 2.5 mm  and 4 mm respectively. 
For Cabinet top and bottom panel drilling, we already have the values of S and Y from the given data as 16 mm and 1 mm
respectively.
Now, we need to find the distance from the inside edge of the cabinet side panel to the drilled cavity for the hinge body (A) = (17 
+ D) – S = (17 + 4) – 16 = 5 mm
Then we find the distance from the cabinet top panel edge (X) = W + Y = 2.5 + 1 = 3.5 mm 
To find the the space for the door’s opening L , we refer to the above table for door thickness T (thickness of the Klar profile in 
this case) = 19.2 mm
We find L = 0.2 mm i.e., you need extra space of 0.2 mm to accommodate the shutter opening. 
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Make cavities according to
the technical specifications
for the Klar hinge body in the
top and bottom panels of the
cabinet.

7 Insert the hinged door into the top
and bottom wooden panel cavities
and screw it tightly. You can
accurately align the door with the
help of the adjustable screws in the
hinge

8

KLAR DOOR

INSTALLATION OF KLAR DOOR - GLASS

Mitre cut the profiles in the
desired length.

1 Make the milling in the profiles (that
form the top and bottom corners of
the door on the hinge-side) to fit the
corner bracket.

2

Insert the corner bracket from the
Klar Door Hinge set into the profiles
that form the top hinge-side corner
of the door and fix it in place with
the help of screws.

3 Insert the corner connector
into profiles that form the top
corner on the door opening-
side and fix it.

4 5

Insert the Klar hinge into the grooves
of the corner brackets installed on
the top and bottom corners of the
door on the hinge-side.

6

As mentioned in the earlier steps, fix
the corner bracket and the corner
connector into the left and right top
corners to form three sides of the
frame. Insert the glass along with the
gasket into the frame and fix the
bottom profile with the help of the
remaining corner bracket and
connector. The total weight of the
shutter should not exceed 20 kg.

Top corner 
hinge-side

Bottom corner 
hinge-side

Top corner door 
opening-side

Bottom corner door 
opening -side



The Wardrobe Rail is a valuable
addition to Häfele’s Wardrobe
Accessories range and fits in perfectly
with wardrobes made with the Klar
Door or Plusch Door Profiles.
Available in the same two finishes of
Brushed Stainless Steel and Black,
the wardrobe rail complements the
other profiles in this range. It comes
with a provision to install LED Strip
Lights and diffusers offering
ambient/functional lighting inside your
wardrobes.

WARDROBE RAIL

Provision to add LED
Lighting:
Häfele’s Wardrobe Rail comes
with a provision for installation
of LED strip lights that can
provide ample functional or
desired ambient lighting
inside your wardrobe. You can
install strip lights from Hafele's
Loox5 to achieve the required
lighting effect in your
wardrobe.

Matching finishes with
profiles:
Wardrobe Rail is available in
the same two finishes as the
door profiles in this range,
Brushed Stainless Steel and
Brushed Black which makes it
the right choice for wardrobes
constructed with Klar Door
and Plusch Door.

Anti-noise and anti-scratch
rubber strip:
The anti-noise rubber strip
that comes with the Wardrobe
Rail Profile absorbs
unnecessary noise that might
be created due to clashing of
hangers as well as helps
prevent scratches on the
profile.

Top and side mounting 
possiblities:
The Wardrobe Rail can be
mounted from the top as well
as from the side according to
the space available in your
wardrobes.



WARDROBE RAIL

APPLICATION

Wardrobes

TRENDS WARDROBE RAIL CONTRIBUTES TO 

When you have the option of combining multiple
functionalities, why stick with just one? Combining
lighting with furniture has been a rising trend in the
recent years, mainly due to its contribution to
convenience, design and aesthetics. With integrated
lighting you get focused access to different sections of
your home furniture, however small the area might be.

Integrated Lighting Contemporary Design

Simply put, the wardrobe rail acts as a rail for
hanging clothes inside the wardrobe. The different
finishes of this profile align with materials used to
construct wardrobes most frequently. It also matches
with Klar Door and Plusch Door profiles from this
range that can be used to build wardrobes and
cabinets, providing a wholesome look to your
interiors.

ASSEMBLY

Simple is beautiful! The modern world with its many
complexities is racing towards natural and uncluttered
designs and products to adorn their homes. Sharp
geometric structures as a part of any furniture element
create an impression of clean design and minimal
elegance.

Wardrobe Profile Hanging Bracket 
for Top Fixing

Wardrobe Rail Profile

LED Striplight

Diffuser for LED Striplight

Rubber Strip

Wardrobe rail profile installed with top fixing brackets

30 (recommended)

Ø9

Ø4

≥ 10

8~9



Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

WARDROBE RAIL

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Wardrobe Rail Profile

Article no. 564.94.003 564.94.303
Finish Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black
Material Aluminium
Dimensions 1500 (L) × 30 (H) × 18 (W) mm
Application Wardrobes

Weight Carrying Capacity
15 kg (up to a length of 900 mm); 12 kg (up to a length of 1200 mm)
[Trial is recommended for higher widths]

Colour of the Diffuser Milky White
Installation Side and Top Fixing

Wardrobe Profile Hanging Brackets

Article no. 564.94.097 564.94.397 564.94.091 564.94.391

Installation Top Fixing Side Fixing

Finish Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed Black

Material Aluminium

Application Wardrobes

Wardrobe rail profile installed with side fixing brackets

ASSEMBLY

Top Fixing Brackets
Brushed Stainless Steel 

Top Fixing Brackets
Brushed Black

Side Fixing Brackets
Brushed Stainless Steel

Side Fixing Brackets
Brushed Black

Wardrobe Profile Hanging Bracket 
for Side Fixing

Wardrobe Rail Profile

LED Striplight

Diffuser for LED Striplight

Rubber Strip

Note: The rubber strip and diffuser are provided along with the Wardrobe Rail while the LED Strip Light needs to be ordered separately.

15.5

18.5 18.5

80
30

L - 4

L

15.5



WARDROBE RAIL

INSTALLATION

Cut the profile equal to L – 4, where L is internal width of
the wardrobe. Fix one hanging bracket to the rail with the
help of screws.

1 Cut the length of the rubber strip (L-41) and fit it into
the top groove of the wardrobe rail. Fix the other
hanging bracket to the rail.

2

Drill holes and insert screws on the top panel of the cabinet. Insert the LED strip and slide-in the diffuser. LED cable can be
taken out from the space at the top of the connector and plugged into power supply. Fix the wardrobe rail assembly to the
top panel by tightening the screws

3

Top Fixing

LED

Diffuser

Cut the profile equal to L – 4.
Fix one side fixing bracket
onto the cabinet side. Insert
the profile into the side
bracket and fix the rubber
strip of length L-41

1 Insert the LED strip and install the diffuser. LED cable can be taken out from the
space at the top of the connector and plugged into power supply. Fix the
second bracket to the other side and join the profile and the bracket.

2

Side Fixing

Space to remove the LED strip light 
cable

LED

Diffuser

Space to remove the LED 
strip light cable

18.5 18.5
80

30

L - 4

L

30 (recommended)

Ø9

Ø4

≥ 10

8~9

80
30

L - 4
L

20
20

9.25



Article Description Finish

563.93.863
Match Door Profile – Tall; 
Length: 3000 mm

Brushed SS

563.93.363
Match Door Profile – Tall; 
Length: 3000 mm

Brushed Black

563.93.873
Match Door Profile – Short; 
Length: 3000 mm

Brushed SS

563.93.073
Match Door Profile – Short; 
Length: 3000 mm

Brushed Black

563.93.003 Plusch Door Main Profile; Length: 3000 mm Brushed SS

563.93.303 Plusch Door Main Profile; Length: 3000 mm Brushed Black

563.94.014
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length: 200 mm, 
Handle Length: 100 mm

Brushed SS

563.94.015
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length: 500 mm, 
Handle Length: 200 mm

563.94.011
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length: 1000 
mm, Handle Length: 500 mm

563.94.012
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length:1800 mm, 
Handle Length: 1000 mm

563.93.013
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length: 3200 
mm, Handle Length: 1200 mm (Left) 

563.93.023
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length: 3200 
mm, Handle Length: 1200 mm (Right)

563.94.314
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length: 200 mm, 
Handle Length: 100 mm

Brushed Black

563.94.315
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length: 500 mm, 
Handle Length: 200 mm

563.94.311
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length: 1000 
mm, Handle Length: 500 mm

563.94.312
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length:1800 mm, 
Handle Length: 1000 mm

563.93.313
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length: 3200 
mm, Handle Length: 1200 mm (Left) 

563.93.323
Plush Door Handle Profile; Length: 3200 
mm, Handle Length: 1200 mm (Right)

ORDERING INFORMATION



ORDERING INFORMATION

Image Article Description Finish

563.93.333
Plush Wooden Door Lip Profile; Length: 
3000 mm

Brushed Black

563.93.033
Plush Wooden Door Lip Profile; Length: 
3000 mm

Brushed SS

563.94.044
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 200 mm, Handle Length: 100 mm

Brushed SS

563.94.045
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 500 mm, Handle Length: 200 mm

563.94.041
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 1000 mm, Handle Length: 500 mm

563.94.042
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 1800 mm, Handle Length: 1000 
mm

563.93.043
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 3200mm, Handle Length: 1200 
mm (Left)

563.93.053
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 3200 mm, Handle Length: 1200 
mm (Right)

563.94.344
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 200 mm, Handle Length: 100 mm

Brushed Black

563.94.345
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 500 mm, Handle Length: 200 mm

563.94.341
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 1000 mm, Handle Length: 500 mm

563.94.342
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 1800 mm, Handle Length: 1000 
mm

563.93.343
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 3200mm, Handle Length: 1200 
mm (Left)

563.93.353
Plush Wooden Door Handle Profile; 
Length: 3200 mm, Handle Length: 1200 
mm (Right)

564.94.995 Kite Connectors Steel

563.93.083 Klar Glass Door Profile; Length: 3000 mm Brushed SS

563.93.383 Klar Glass Door Profile; Length: 3000 mm Brushed Black



ORDERING INFORMATION

Image Article Description Finish

563.93.093
Klar Wooden Door Handle Profile; Length: 
3000 mm

Brushed SS

563.93.393
Klar Wooden Door Handle Profile; Length: 
3000 mm

Brushed Black

342.79.331 Klar Door Hinge BOM kit (for profile doors)
Consisting of 
1 pair of left and right Klar Door Hinges,
1 pair of left and right Corner brackets
1 pair of Corner Connectors 

Silver

342.79.332 Black

342.79.700 Klar Door Hinge BOM kit (for wooden 
doors)
Consisting of 
1 pair of left and right Klar Door Hinges,

Silver

342.79.300
Black

342.79.717 Corner Bracket (Right)

342.79.718 Corner Bracket (Left)

564.94.996 Corner Connector

563.95.391
C Shaped Gasket for Klar Profile for 5 mm 
glass 3000 mm

Black

563.95.390
Filler Gasket for Klar Profile for 4 mm glass 
1000 mm

Black

564.94.303 Wardrobe Rail; Length: 1500 mm Brushed Black

564.94.003 Wardrobe Rail; Length: 1500 mm Brushed SS

564.94.397
Wardrobe Profile Hanging Brackets For 
Top Fixing

Brushed Black

564.94.097
Wardrobe Profile Hanging Brackets For 
Top Fixing

Brushed SS

564.94.391
Wardrobe Profile Hanging Brackets For 
Side Fixing

Brushed Black

564.94.091
Wardrobe Profile Hanging Brackets For 
Side Fixing

Brushed SS



Häfele India Private Limited

Office No. 3, Building “A”, BETA, I Think 

Techno Campus, Off J.V.L.R, Opp. Kanjurmarg 

East, Mumbai – 400 042.

Phone: 022 6142 6100 | Fax: 022 6702 0531. 

New Delhi | Kolkata | Cochin | Chennai | 

Hyderabad | Bangalore | Mumbai | Pune | 

Ahmedabad | Srilanka | Bangladesh | Nepal | 

Bhutan | Maldives

Toll Free Customer Care No.:1800 266 6667

Customer Care WhatsApp No.: +91 9769111122 

SMS HAFELE to 56070

info@hafeleindia.com

customercare@hafeleindia.com  

Mumbai Design Centre:

Haji Moosa Patrawala Ind.(SOBO)  

Estate, Near Famous Studio,  

Mahalaxmi (West), Mumbai - 400 011.

Tel.: 022 6264 7100.

Mumbai Design Centre:

#2 Filix Building, Opp. Asian Paints,

L.B.S. Marg, Bhandup (West),  

Mumbai - 400 078.

Tel.: 022 2596 9660/

2596 9787/2594 7305

New Delhi Office & Design Centre:

D-89 , Ist Floor, Okhla Phase-I,  

New Delhi - 110 020.

Tel.: 011-66574999 .

Fax: 011-41605482.

Bangalore Office & Design Centre:  

Incubex Nestavera Spaces Pvt Ltd,  

No:13, Langford Place, Langford Road, 

Shanti Nagar, Bangalore - 560 025.

Tel.: 080 4132 6116.

Fax: 080 4132 6226.

Bangalore Hafele Appliances Gallery:

No. 2/1, Shiv Manor, Langford Road,  

Shantinagar, Bangalore - 560027  

Tel.: 080 - 4142 6336

Hyderabad Office & Design Centre:  

SJR Building - # 1-57/89/1 & 1-57/89/2  

Opp Allahabad Bank, Gachibowli,  

Hyderabad – 500032

Tel.: 040 29557578 / 040 29557588

Kolkata Design Centre:

PS PACE, Premises No. 1/1A,  

Mahendra Roy Lane, Topsia,  

Kolkata - 700 046.

Tel.: 033 40086814 / 033 40089268

Fax: 033 24988020.

Kolkata Office:

Office No. 1001, PS Continental,  

10th Floor, 83/2/1 Topsia Road,  

Near Vishwakarma Building.

South Kolkata - 700046  

Tel: 033-2285 0104 /

033-2285 0105 / 033-2285 0106

Pune Design Centre:

Showroom No. 2, Ground floor,

F P no. 403, A/2, ICC Trade tower,  

Senapati Bapat Marg,

Shivaji Nagar, Pune -411016  

Tel.: 020 2563 3301

Fax: 020 2563 3302

Pune Office:

Office No. 12, Vastushree Complex,  

Survey No.587, Near Hyde Park,  

Gultekdi, Market Yard, Pune - 411 037.  

Tel.: 020 2426 6264

Fax: 020 2426 6274.

Ahmedabad Office:

Hafele India Pvt. Ltd., Office No. 302,

3rd Floor, Shangrila Arcade,

Near Shyamal Cross Road, Satellite,  

Ahmedabad - 380015.

Tel.: +91 79695 55505 / 8866220505.

Cochin Office

Jomer Symphony, Fifth floor, 48/1744  

C34, Chalikkavattom, North  

Ponnurunni, Vyttila, Cochin- 682010

Sri Lanka:

Hafele Office and Design Centre:

52, Nandana Gardens

(On Duplication Road), Colombo 04.  

Tel: +94 112 500 501.

Fax: 0094 112 500 553.

Hafele Design Centre:

448, Galle Road, Rawathawatta,  

Moratuwa, Sri Lanka.

Tel.: +94 112 644 600.

Hafele Boutique:

747A, Sirimawo Bandaranayaka  

Mawatha, Mulgampola,

Kandy, Sri Lanka.  

Tel.: +94 812 223 338.

Bangladesh  

Bangladesh Office:

2nd Floor, House - 181, Road - 2,  

Mohakhali DOHS, Dhaka - 1206.  

Tel.: 01844018431/ 01844018432/  

01844018433/ 01844018437.

Bangladesh Design Center:

House - 106, Road - 12,

Block - E, Banani, Dhaka - 1213  

Phone - 02-48810380-81

Nepal:

Monika Home Decor  

Kathmandu Plaza, Kamaldhi,  

Kathmandu, Nepal

Tel.: 00 9851 030 556 /

00 977 9818496082 / 9851030556

Bhutan:

SMART HOMES

Gr Floor, Druk Building (Opp Helipad)

Babesa -Thimpu Expressway, Thimpu

Tel.: +975-2-333419

Mobile: +975-77277615, 17839717,

77114228,1760063,17669840

Chennai Office & Design Centre: 

1st Floor No.24, College Road,  

Nungambakkam, Chennai 600 006.

Tel.: 044 - 4215 1542

Fax: 044 2446 0922.
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https://www.hafeleindia.com/en/
https://www.facebook.com/hafeleindia/
https://www.youtube.com/c/HafeleInd
https://twitter.com/hafeleindia
https://www.instagram.com/hafele_india/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hafele-india
mailto:info@hafeleindia.com
mailto:customercare@hafeleindia.com

